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2021 MARKET AND
REFERENCE DATA SURVEY –
CHALLENGES FOR THE FRONT,
MIDDLE AND BACK OFFICE
IN CONNECTED DATA

Around the globe, cultural challenges within financial
services firms contribute significantly to inconsistency in data,
data sources, and data vendors across the front, middle and
back office. For example, these cultural issues seem to create
a climate of relative underinvestment in the middle and back
offices of firms for market and reference data, compared
with the front office. The Refinitiv Connected Data survey
explored these cultural challenges as well as three themes
firms are engaging with to address them.

CULTURAL CHALLENGES
The Connected Data survey indicates that attitudes towards – and within –
the middle and back office within financial services firms are very different to
those of the front office. Executives rate return on investment for market and
reference data is as better for the front office than the middle and back office.
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The front office team is considered to be more important in helping
survey respondents’ organisations reach their strategic objectives.
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Executives say that the attitude towards innovation
and technology adoption is better in the front office.
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These embedded cultural attitudes towards the front and
middle office have an impact on which parts of the organisation
investment is made in. Executives say they are planning
on increasing investment more in the front office over the next 12 months.
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As a result, middle and back office teams in respondents’
firms are less well invested in the market and reference
data they need to meet their strategic objectives.
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“The middle and back office of many financial firms
have suffered from significant data and technology
underinvestment over the past few decades.”
Kristen Hochstein, Head of Entity Data Services at Refinitiv Refinitiv – An LSEG Business

THREE KEY THEMES

To remain competitive, financial services firms need to rethink their
relationship with market and reference data, to begin to see it as a source
of competitive advantage. These three key themes are areas where firms
should focus on within their market and reference data strategies.

“The opportunity for firms is to stop being
transaction-based organisations that monetise
processes and to start to become organisations
that have the potential to monetise data.”
John Mason, Group Head of Pricing Reference Services at LSEG,
the parent company of Refinitiv – An LSEG Business

THEME ONE: DATA GOVERNANCE
One result of these cultural issues is that there is significant inconsistency in data, data sources,
and vendors across the front, middle and back offices of the executives who responded to the survey because
data acquisition and management is taking place within silos.
Shortcomings of respondent organisations’ data governance programmes for market and
reference data used by the front, middle and back office of trading teams
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“The need to improve data governance is one of the
motivating factors behind moving data to the cloud.”
Janelle Veasey, Head of Real-Time at Refinitiv – An LSEG Business

THEME TWO: THE CLOUD
Firms may be biased towards investing in front office cloud
use cases by their cultural attitudes, when investment
in middle and back office use cases could boost profitability and efficiency.
Executives’ responses show their firms typically use market and reference data
in the cloud more for front office use cases than for middle and back office uses cases.
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THEME THREE: CULTURE
More middle and back office decision makers recognise the scale of the change
that is required within firms to improve the way market and reference data is managed.
The majority of executives agree that drastic changes in organisation, technology or
strategy will be needed to improve how firms manage market and reference data.
However, nearly one quarter of total respondents disagree that drastic change is needed.
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ABOUT THE SURVEY
This information is based on research commissioned by Refinitiv that was conducted by an independent
third-party in March and April 2021. A total of 1598 employees of financial firms who are knowledgeable of,
involved in, or are decision makers in the operations of the front, middle and back office and/or
infrastructure/IT/support completed this survey.
CLICK HERE TO VIEW THIS GLOBAL REPORT
#ConnectedData
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